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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
We consider the Cauchy problem 
(1.0) x,k(t) = Y^Aks(t)xj(t) + fk(t), 
3 = 1 
(1.1) xk(t0) = xok, t0eR, fc = l , . . . 
where Akj,Xj and fk are elements of the Colombeau algebra Q(U), xok are known 
elements of the Colombeau algebra C of generalized complex numbers, xk{t0) is 
understood as the value of the generalized function xk at the point t0 and fc = 1, n 
(see [l]-[2]). Elements Akj and fk are given, elements xk are unknown (for k,j = 
l , . . . , ? i ) . Multiplication, derivative, sum and equality is meant in the Colombeau 
algebra sense. We prove theorems on existence and uniqueness of solutions of the 




Let V(R) be the space of all C°° functions R -> C with compact support. For 
q = 1 ,2 , . . . we denote by -4, the set of all functions <p E V(U) such that the relations 
(2.1) J <p(t)dt = l, tk<p(t)dt = 0. l<,k<.q 
hold. 
Next, £[U] is the set of all functions R: Ai x R ->• C such that R(<p,t) e C°°(R) 
for each fixed <p € A\. 
If R e £[R], then DkR(<p,t) for any fixed </> denotes a differential operator in t 
(i.e. DkR(<p,t) = -$p(R(<p,t)) for A; is 1 and D0R(<p,t) = R(<p,t)). 
For given </> e Z>(R) and e > 0, we define <p£ by 
(2.2) < ^ « = M F ) -
An element R of £[R] is moderate if for every compact set K of R and every 
differential operator Dk there is N ' W such that the following condition holds: for 
every <p e AN there are c > 0 and e0 > 0 such that 
(2.3) sup|Dfc.R(</>£,i)K ce
_JV for 0 < e < e0. 
tei< 
We denote by £ M [ R ] the set of all moderate elements of £[R]. 
By F we denote the set of all increasing functions a from N into R+ such that 
a(q) tends to oo if q -> co. 
We define an ideal Af[R] in I?M[R] as follows: R e A/"[R] if for every compact set 
K of R and every differential operator Dk there are TV e M and a e T such that the 
following condition holds: for every q ^ N and <p e Aq there are c > 0 and s0 > 0 
such that 
(2.4) sup|Dfci?(<p£.ř)| ^ C £ a ( 9 ) - W if 0 < Í < єo-
The algebra G(R) (the Colombeau algebra) is defined as the quotient algebra of 
£M[R] with respect to Af[R] (see [1]). 
We denote by £0 the set of all functions from A\ into C. Next, we denote by £M 
the set of all so-called moderate elements of £0 defined by 
(2.5) £M = {R'£0: there \s N ~H such that for every <p 6 AN there 
are c > 0 and i)0 such that \R(<pE)\ < cs~
N if 0 < e < no} 
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Further, we define an ideal N of £M by 
(2.6) M = {R e £0 : there are TV € N and a 6 T such that for every 
q >• N and <p G Aq there are c > 0, i;0 > 0 such that 
\R(<Ps)\ ^cea{")~N if 0 < e < /?o}. 
We define an algebra C by setting C = ^f- (see [1]). It is known that C is not a 
field. If R e £.t#[R] is a representative of G E G(^) then for a fixed t the map Y: 
<p -> R(<p,t) £ C is defined on Ai and Y G £M- The class of Y in C depends only 
on G and t. This class is denoted by G(t) and is called the value of the generalized 
function G at the point t (see [1]). 
We say that G e £(R) is a constant generalized function on R if it admits a 
representative R(<p,t) which is independent of * € R. With any Z e C we associate 
a constant generalized function which admits R(<p, t) = Z(<p) as its representative, 
provided we denote by Z a representative of Z (see [1]). 
Throughout the paper K denotes a compact set in R. We denote by RAkj(<p,t), 
Rfk(<p,t),RXOj(<p),RXj(tv)(<p),RXj(<p,t) and Rx'(<p,t) representatives of elements 
Akj,}k,XQj,Xj(to),Xj and x'j for k,j = l , . . . , n . Let A(t) = (Akj(t)), f(t) = 
(h(*),-.-,Mt))T, x(t) = (Xl(t),...,xn(t))
T, x'(t) = (x[(t),...,x'n(t))
T, xo = 
(X'IO, . . . ,xn0)
T, where T denotes the transpose. We put 
RA(<p,t) = (RAhj(<p,t)), Rf(<p,t) = (Rh(<p,t),...,Rh(<P,t))
T, 
Rx(<p, t) = (RX1 (<p,t),..., Rx„ (<p, t))
T, Rx, (<p, t) = (Rx[ (<p,t),..., Rx.n (<p, t))
T, 
RXll(p) = (Rxl0(<p),...,RXi„l(p))
T, Rx(to)(<p) = (Rxlito)(v),---,Rx,Atu)M)
T, 
t t 
J RA(<p,s)ds=(J RAh. (<p, s) dsj , 
t t t T 
J Rf(<p, s) ds = ( J Rh (<p, s) ds,...,J Rf„ (<p, s) dsj , 
to h, t„ 
WA(<PM = I E \RA,j(v,t)\2) , ||.B/(^t)ll = fEl^/.(v,*)l2) , 
\fc,j=l ' v = l ' 
\\RA(<p,t)\\K = Sup\\RA(<p,t)\\, UA/( .M)llK-*rap| |A/( .0,t)l l-
tei< (g/i 
We say that a generalized function G is real valued if it admits a real valued 
representative. Starting with those elements of £o which are real valued we obtain 
in this way an algebra R containing R as a subalgebra. Thus C = R + iR, where 
i2 = - l (See [1]). 
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uAkj;f} 6 G(R). « *
 ( , "-y; ' " ) i
e . R "-" = («*. ••••"»)e Rn< ^ - 6 i e 
JV[R], nny.p, e AT, g. e C ' r / 6 fo r *» ' " 1 n > t h e n w e w r i t e 
A = (A,)€e»-(B). /-(/-. ;.../.)
T€0»(R), 
6 = (6 i , . . . , 6 n )
T 6 ^ ' , [ K l ' " = {<lkj) € ^ n X B [ R ] -
m = ( m w ) e A/
-"*", P = &*•• ' ' - P " ) r e j V ' n . 
. = (_x,...,?„)T6C", r = (n r„)TeC", 
fl„fa>,-) 6 £"x n[R], &(V.*) e fJtf[Rl a i"l («.«) = E «.».• 
. = 1 
We say that a: = (*!,.• •>a5n) r e -/"(R) is a solution of the system (1.0) if x satisfies 
(1.0) in _?"(R); i.e. if _?_(<£>*) i s a representative of x, then there is f) € A/""[R] such 
that 
_?_. (v>, /.) = _?.,! (9 , _)J_-(v>, *) + »7(V, <) 
(for all p £ Ai and t 6 R). 
Let C 6 _/(R). _/ will be called locally of logarithmic growth with an exponent 
r, r >- 0 if it has a representative _?y (</>, i) with the property: for every compact 
subset K C R there is N e N such that for every <p £ AN there exist constants 
_o > 0 , c > 0 such that 
\\Ru(<Pe,t)\\K < (Alogf) r for 0 < e < _0. 
If r = 1, then we say that U is locally of logarithmic growth (see [14]). 
By G\(R) we denote the set of all elements y 6 _/(R) such that y has locally 
logarithmic growth with the exponent | . 
The symbol H | (R) denotes the set of all elements y 6 G(R) such that i/s> e _/| (R). 
For s = 0 we put tf?(R) = Sf (R). 
By _< -1 ' we denote a generalized function whose l-th derivative is equal g 
(i.e. (_•(-'))(') = 3. A function y belongs to 77S(R) (_ 6 N) if and only if ?/ s ) 
(in the distributional sense) belongs to Lfoc(R). For s = 0 we put H°(U) = Lpoc(R). 
A function y is said to belong to the class C(R) if y is an absolutely continuous 
function in every compact interval K C R. We put 
C„(R) =C(R) x . . . x <_(R), C(R) = C,(R). 
The symbol I ^ ' C 5 ) denotes the set of all fc-th derivatives (in the distributional 
sense) of the functions of class Lfoc(R). 
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3. T H E MAIN RESULTS 
First we will introduce two hypotheses. 
H y p o t h e s i s Hi. 
(3.0) A e (7n x n(R), / 6 £ n (R) , 
the matrix A e <5nXn(R) admits a representative RA(<PJ) = (RAkJ(<P,t)) having at 
least one of the following four properties: 
(3.1) RAk:i(<P.t) € R for every <p <€ Ai and k,j = l , . . . , n , 
(3.2) RA(<p,t) = (RA(<pJ))
T for every <pS.Au 
(3.3) fl*GM) = -(RA(p.t))
T for every V e A , 
(3.4) RAlJ(<p,t) is locally of logarithmic growth for fc,i = l , . . . , n . 
H y p o t h e s i s Ha-
The matrix A admits a representative RA(<pJ) = (^ALJ(<p.t)) with the following 
property: for every K there is A" e f̂  such that for every <p g AN there are constants 
c > 0 and e0 > 0 satisfying at least one of the following six conditions: 
(3.5) / |Лд l ; (¥>E , s ) |ds <.c f o г O < є < є 0 , fc,i = l n; 
Ц "* 
(3.6) exp ( / IЛд^. (<pє, s)\ cl.J ) <. 4 г
 f o ľ ° < £ < г°> fc.i = 1 n; 
VII./ Ilл-У « 
(3.7) ЛдŁj.(</>E,ť) = 0 for ť є K. k < j , n > 1 and 
í 
/ Л д j j í ^ . s j d s <.c if 0 < e < є o , І = 1 , . . . , П ; 
\\JQ l!« 
(3.8) Л д l ; føv, ť) = 0 for ť є K. k < j , n > 1 and 
t 
e x p ( / л д , ; ( V e , s ) d s ) <. - ^ if 0 < e < £0, І = * l , . . . , n ; 
4 , 1 o " * ' є 
(3.9) RAlJ(<pє.t) = -Лд J Ь (¥>„í) for ť Є Л', i Ф fc, n > 1. i,fc = 2 . . . . , n and 
exp ( I \RAjJ (v>E, s) | ds ) <. - 1 if 0 < £ < єo, i = 1 n-
VI II л-У e 
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(3.10) A0,Au...,An-k,AneQl(U), A^'^^ 6 0 | ( R ) , 2k 4, n, fc > 1, 
j = n - fc + 1, — n — 1 . 
We shall consider the problems 
(3.11') x'(t) = iA(t)x(t) + f(t), x(t0)=x0, t0 en, . r 0 e C " 
and 
(3.11) x'(t) = A(t)x(t) + f(t), x(t0) = x0, t0eu, x0ec
n, 
where i2 = - 1 . 
R e m a r k 3.1. If A and / have properties (3.0)-(3.2), then problem (3.11') has 
exactly one solution x e Qn(U) (see [13]). Besides, every solution x of system (3.11') 
has a representation 
(3.12) x(t) = Z(t)c + Q(t), 
where Z is a solution of the problem 
(3.13) Z'(t)=iA(t)Z(t), Z(t0)=I, 
I denotes the identity matrix, c = ( c i , . . . , cn)
T, c,- arc generalized constant functions 
on R for j = 1 , . . . ,n and Q is a particular solution of system (3.11'). The solution 
x is the class of solutions of the problems 
(3.14) x'(t)=iRA(<p,t)x(t)+Rf(<p,t), x(t0)=Rx„(<p), <peAi (see [13]). 
R e m a r k 3.2. If A G e n x " ( R ) , / e Qn(U) and at least one of conditions (3.3), 
(3.5), (3.7) is satisfied, then problem (3.11) has exactly one solution in Qn(R). Be-
sides, every solution x of system (3.11) has a representation (3.12), where Z is a 
solution of the problem 
(3.15) Z'(t) = A(t)Z(t), Z(t0) = I. 
The solution x of problem (3.11) is the class of solutions of the problems 
(3.16) x'(t) = RA(>p,t)x(t)+Rf(<p,t), x(t0) = Rxn(<p,), ipeAi, 
(see [13]). 
R e m a r k 3.3. If S denotes the generalized function (the delta Dirac's generalized 
function), which admits as the representative the function Rs(<p,t) = ip(-t), then 
Rs(f,t) has property (3.5). It is not difficult to show that the problem 
x'(t) = (S2(t))'x(t), x(-l) = 1 
has no solution in Q(U) (sec [13]). 
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R e m a r k 3.4. If the matrix A has property (3.4) or (3.5), then it has prop-
erty (3.6). Note that properties (3.4) and (3.5) are independent. Indeed, take two 
generalized functions S and d defined by 
S = y(-t)), d=[\nTfir)), 
where <p e A\ and L(<p) = sup{|t|: <p(t) ̂  0}. It is not difficult to verify that 5 
satisfies (3.5) but d does not. Moreover, d has property (3.4), but 5 has not this 
property. 
If the matrix A has property (3.7), then it has property (3.8). 
T h e o r e m 3 .1 . We assume conditions (3.0) and (3.6). Then problem (3.11) has 
exactly one solution x 6 <?"(R). Besides, every solution x e C/"(R) of equation (3.11) 
has properties (3.12) and it is the class of solutions of the problems (3.16). 
P r o o f . The proof of the theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [13]. 
To this purpose we examine relation (3.16). Let x(<p,t) be a solution of problem 
(3.16). Then 
(3.17) x(v,t) =RZ(<p, t)RV(<p,t), 
where 
(3.18) DxRv(ip,t) = (Rzfatfi^Rffat), 
(3.19) Rv(v-t0) = Rxu(<p) 
and Rz(v>,t) is a solution of problem (3.15). On the other hand, 
(3.20) D^Rz^t))-1) = -((**(.¥>> <))_1)i.A (*>,<)• 
Using the Gronwall inequality and relations (3.6), (3.15) and (3.20) we obtain 
(3.21) ||itV(v>e,t)||K ^ v ^ e x p ( J / | | J . A ( < * , 3 ) | | d s | J ^ - p £ , 
where 0 < e < e0, <p e AN and Ru(<fe,t) = Rz(<fie,t) or Ru(<fie,t) = (Rz(<fc,t))~
l. 




(3.23) Ru(>p,t) e £~?n[#\-
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Relations (3.17), (3.18), (3.23) yield 
(3.24) x(V,*)€i5iIRJ. 
Denoting by x the class of x(ip.t) in Qn(K), we get that a: is a solution of problem 
(3.11). Let y € Qn(R) be another solution of problem (3.11). Then 






In view of (3.16), (3.25)-(3.27) and the GronwaU inequality we conclude that (for 
q ^ N', ip 6 Aq, 0 <£ <e'0) 
(3.28) 
\\x(<pє,t) - Ry(^є,t)\\к <: (\\x(ipє.t0) - Ry( >є,t0)\\ 
+ |Л»(Ve,*)l|jf)вф(l / | | i îд(^,s)||dJ 
VIIJ llк 
< c0є' . ( » ) - " ' 
This yields 
(3.29) P,(*(*>«.*) " Ry(<Pe,t))\\K < c r £ «
W - ^ 
for ip £ . 4 , , , (/r ^ TV'r and 0 < e < e'r and conseciuently 
(3.30) x(<p, t) - Ry(<p, t) £ Afn[U], 
This proves the theorem. • 
Theorem 3.2. We assume conditions (3.0) and (3.9). Tijen problem (3.11) has 
exactly one solution x £ <5"(R). Besides, every solution x £ <5"(R) of equation (3.11) 
has properties (3.12) and it is the class of solutions of the problems (3.16). 
First we shall prove two lemmas. 
Lemma 3 .1 . We assume conditions (3.0) and (3.9). Then the problem 
(3.31) x'(t) = A(t)x(t), x(t0) = x0, x0 £ C", t0 £ R 
has exactly one solution x £ C/"(R). 
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. For a fixed <p £ Ai the problem 
(3.32) x'(t) = RA(<p,t)x(t), x(t0) = RXB(<p) 
has exactly one solution x(<p, t) on U. By (3.9) we get 
( t 
J ((x(<p„ s))T, - % . . s)) ds = J((x(<pc, s))
T, RA(<pe, s)x(<p„ »)) ds 
(3.33) '" f 
= f (£*.««&*.»)*?(«»-)) ds = i(E-?(^.«) - E^(Ve,«o)). 
£ s=i y v.i=i J = i
 7 
Using the Gronwall inequality we have 
(3.34) \\(\\x(<p„t)f)\\K ^ exp (y2TrR\Al(<p£,s)dsj^\\x(<pc,t0)f <_ - ^ 
to 
for 0 < e < e0 and <p e AN, where 





for 0 < e < sr and <p € A/v;.. 
So x(<p, t) e £"f[U]. We denote by x the class of x(<p, t) in Qn(U). Therefore x is a 
solution of problem (3.31). If y € Gn(U) is another solution of problem (3.31), then 







In view of (3.9), (3.32) and (3.3G) we deduce that 
(3.39) f (((x(<fi.,s))T,x'(V.)) - ((Ry(lp.,S))
T,R'y(lp.,s)))d8 
to 
= 5 (£>?(<*,*)-**(**>*))) ~\(£(*jte»*°)-RIM'*))) 




(3.40) J(RT(<P,s)),Rv(<p,s))ds = ij(>P,t) 6 A [̂R]. 
to 




+ 2|W(v«k,t)||jr) • exp ( | 1 2 T / - i ? , A | ( ^ , • ) d s | ) s= c j . r - t ' ) -* -




(3.42) \\Dr(x(<e.,t) - Ry(<fi.,t)\\K < Crs°^-
N' 
(for tp e Aq,, g, ^ A
r; and 0 < e < e'r). 
Thus, by (3.42) we obtain 
x(<p,t)-Ry(v,t)etfn[®]. 
This proves Lemma 3.1. n 
From Lemma 3.1 we get 
L e m m a 3.2. We assume conditions (3.0), (3.9). Then problem (3.15) lias exactly 
one solution Z £ C7,IX"(R). 
P r o o f of Theorem 3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.2 is similar to the proof of Theorem 
3.1. We start from relations (3.17)-(3.19), where x(ip,t) is a solution of problem 
(3.16). Taking into account (3.34)-(3.35) we show relation (3.23). So, by virtue of 
(3.42) and (3.17) we obtain (3.24). The uniqueness of a solution of problem (3.11) 
follows from Lemma 3.1. • 
T h e o r e m 3 .3 . We assume conditions (3.0), (3.8). TJien problem (3.11) iias ex-
actly one soJtition x e Gn(U.). Besides, every solution x e £ n (R) of equation (3.11) 
Jias properties (3.12) and it is tJie cJass of solutions of the problems (3.16). 
P r o o f . Proof of Theorem 3.3 is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [13]. 
First we examine the problem 
(3 .43) u z[k(t) = RAn(<p,t)zlk(t) 
(3.43)„fc z'nk(t) = RA„*(ip,t)zik(t) + ... + RA„„(tp,t)znk(t), 
[ 1 if j = k, 
(3.44) zkj(t0) = \ where k,j = ....n. 
[0 if j ?4 k, 
From (3.43)u-(3.43)„ fc, (3.44) we infer that 




(for tp e ANI, 0 < e < £i and k = l , . . . , n ) , where (zik(tp. / ) , . . . ,znk(ip,t))
T is a 
solution of problem (3.43)ifc-(3.44). If n > 1, then (3.43)nfc, (3.45) and (3.8) imply 
(3.47) \\D,.(;mk(^.1)\\K<cms-
N-
for 0 < £ < em, tp G Aft,„ • 
Let x(tp,t) be a solution of problem (3.16). Then x(ip,t) has the properties (3.17)-
(3.20), (3.23), (3.25)-(3.27), (3.29), which completes the proof of the theorem. • 
C o r o l l a r y 3 . 1 . We assume that 
(3.48) u.jj EG(R) for j = l , . . . , n ; 
(3.49) aJJ elements cij (for j = 1 ,n) have property (3.6). 
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Then the problem 
, 1 - 1 
(3.50) ,/">(t) +5>.,(<)y«>(*) + /(t) = 0. 
3=0 
(3.51) yw(*o)=yw, !/oi£C, t0 e R, . = 0,1 n - 1 
has exactly one solution y £ <5(R). 
Now we shall consider linear differential equations of order n of the form 
(3.52) Dnk(y) + A^(t) = 0, 
where 
n-2k n-1 
(3.53) B^(y) = y(n»(*)+ V\4(t)(t)yM(t) + J2 A{rk~i>(t)y{{)(t), 
i=0 i=n-2fc+l 
fc >- 1, 2fc <. n and Aj have property (3.10) (for j = 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1). 
R e m a r k 3.5. It is worth noting that if y £ Hf(U), then y does not belong to 
GrW hi general. In fact, let y(t) = 1 + | z j ,i, where L(<p) is defined by Remark 
3.4. Then y € Hj(R) and y £ G'i(R). If G i , G 2 G G|(R), then for every K there is 
N 6 M such that for every (p G AN there exist £0 > 0 and c > 0 such that 
(3.54) [|ifc1(Ve,*)RG,(<pE,*)H/<:<JVlog(f) and y = f jRQl(V,s)ds] € «3|(R) 
o 
for 0 < e < e0. 
R e m a r k 3.6. To the linear differential equation (3.52) we shall apply a modi-
fication of the transformation introduced by R. Pfaff in [17]. 
We denote 
Atj,« = (-1F ( . J for j,ueNo, 
(3.55) , , . , . . , • • 
niiji = n - 2k + l - i - j , n^ = n — fc — t + j , 
Piji = i + l - n - j , v = n - k, m = n - 2fc, 
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andfor /= ! , . . . , „ - 1 
ô = V, 
z\ = y', 
2.-1 - . t - 9 , 
(3.56) -. = £>«+*/»)+_.„, 
•;=o 
*»+« = E t j v ( ^ i + i ) ) ( H 1 + E '^V-.(>-.v(*w,)(m*') 
i=0 i=0 i=„i+l 3=0 
+ E E v„(s(«»-h))(fl''»+»("+i»+-i;». 
( = n-( i = 0 
Then 
4 = -.. 
_I = 2 2 , 
*U = £ > * + *-4, , 
i=0 
4 = Ao4-i+1)^ + £> . ._! + AtAt^Zi 
i=l 
+ (kAm - Am+1)zm+1 - .4
(
B_*1
+1)(_. - An) + z „ + l , 
(3-") 4 + , - i = E ( E ^ , ^ ^ ) ) ^ 
i=0 v i = i ' 
,„+; , i . 
- E Ni,kAi-lZt - I E^-i.i-iAm+iJ-m+i 
i=; v i = i y 
v i = i y 
4-i = t(E(-D-^,)^,i 
- (g(-i)^i_,,;) - ( g ( - D - 4 ) ( ^ - A „ ) , 
where 1 = 2 * - l (see [17], [12]). 
Obviously y e G(K) is a solution of equation (3.52) if and only if z = (z0,... , z n _ i )
r 
e Qn(~) is a solution of system (3.57). System (3.57) will be written in the simplified 
form: 
(3.58) z'(t)=A(t)z(t) + b(t). 
By virtue of (3.53) we infer that system (3.58) is a system of linear differential 
equations with coefficients locally of logarithmic growth. We can consider system 
(3.58) with the conditions 
(3.59) Zi(t0) = zi0, zi0eC, t0e~, i = 0 , l , . . . , n - l . 
Applying Theorem 3.1 we can show that problem (3.58)-(3.59) has exactly one so-
lution 2 e Qn(U). Hence, by (3.56)-(3.59), we get that problem (3.51), (3.52) has 
exactly one solution y e Q(U). 




H£n+k(R), j = n - k + 1 , . . . , n + 1, fc > 1, 2fc < n, zT0 e R for r = 0,1,...,n-1, 




P)(R), G e miM) is defined by 
fG = Gf = VJ(-1)M ' j (EG( , ))(p- i ), 
i=o ^ ' 
where F ( p ) = / . Then problem (3.58)-(3.59) has exactly one solution z e C„(R) (in 
the distributional sense) and y e H~~k(U) (see [12], [17]). 
4. F INAL REMARKS 
R e m a r k 4.1. Let all elements of a matrix A and vector / be C°°(R) on R. 
Moreover, let x0 e C. Then the classical and the generalized solutions (i.e. solutions 
in the Colombeau algebra) of problem (1.0)—(1.1) give rise to the same element of 
Gn(U). If / e I l o c (R) , we define 
(4.1) Rf(ч>,t) = ( J(t + u)v(ч)Au, <p eљ 
Obviously Rs(y,t) e £M[~] and Rs(ip,t) has properties (3.4)-(3.5). 
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It is known that every distribution is moderate (see [1]). If /i and / 2 are not 
elements of the space C°°(R), then the product /i o / 2 in the Colombeau algebra 
and the classical product /i • / 2 do not give rise to the same element of Q(U) in 
general. Hence we observe that the classical solutions (in the Caratheodory sense) 
and the generalized solutions (in the Colombeau sense) are different in general. The 
solutions are equal in the weaker sense. 
An element U of Q(U) is said to admit a number W e T'(R) as the associated 
distribution if it has a representative Ru(f,t) with the following property: for every 
t)} eV(U) there is N e N such the for every <p e A N we have 
lim / Ru(ч>є,t)Ф(t)åt = W(ìp) 
(see [1]). If x — (xi,... ,xn)
T is a solution of problem (1.0)—(1.1) in the Caratheodory 
sense (xok e R, Akj, fk e Lloc(U) for k,j = 1 , . . . ,n) a n d x = (xj,... ,x^)
T e Gn(U) 
is a solution of the problem 
x'k(t) = ^Akj(t) o Xj(t) + fk(t), xk(t0)=xok, k = l,...,n, 
3 = 1 
then xl admits an associated distribution which equls Xi for i = l , . . . , n (see [13]). 
R e m a r k 4.2. L. Schwartz proved in [20] that there exists no algebra A such 
that: the algebra of continuous functions on U is a subalgebra of A, the function 1 
is the unit element of A, elements of A are C°° with respect to a derivation which 
coincides with the usual one in C1(R), the usual formula for the derivation of a 
product holds, the algebra A contains the Dirac delta distribution. 
R e m a r k 4.3. It is worth noting that if A is a matrix such that A = (Ay) e 
gnxn(R), Ajj = dB'jj,Bjj are continuous functions, j = l,...,n, the derivative is 
meant in the Colombeau sense, Aki = 0 for A: < j and n > 1, then the matrix A has 
property (3.8) (d is defined in Remark 3.4). 
R e m a r k 4.4. The definition of generalized functions on an open interval 
(a,b) c R is almost the same as the definition in the whole R (see [1]). It is 
not difficult to observe that the above proved theorems are also true in the case 
when generalized functions Akj,fk and xk are considered on an interval (a,b) for 
k, j = 1 , . . . ,n. For this purpose it is necessary to formulate properties (3.0-(3.10) 
on the interval (a, b). 
R e m a r k 4.5. Generalized solutions of ordinary differential equations can be 
considered in other ways, too (for example: [1]—[12], [15]—[18], [21]). 
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